
John protects penny. 
"I'm happy to talk this through, but not 
until my daughter leaves the room."
"Dad, no..."

Boom up: "that's exactly why I'm here. 
To put - the weapon - down."

"Just put the weapon down."

"Robot - leave the Jupiter." On Angela.

Rack to gun. Push into robot: screen turns violent 
red.

On will  coming down embankment. 
"Mom we're all playing cards. Wanna 
come play?"

Slide right as Angela moves gun around 
the room. "

Sc 44-46



Find Maureen with satellite dish. 
"Oh honey I'd love to but I have..."

Push in to him as he senses something.

On will happy.

Turns at the sound of gunshots.
"Will.."

Will runs for the 
jupiter. 
The sound of gunshots.

Slide left as will runs. Speed ramp to 
72 fps.
"Wiiiiiiiil!"

Track will's feet up the ramp
*72 fps

Push into will as he comes into hub. 
*emergency lights flash on and off. 
From this point each shot is bracketed 
by black.
*48 fps

"...You know what, I'd love to play."
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Will pov of hall.
*30 fps

On Angela out of bullets
*48 fps

Reverse on will.
*48 fps.

Push into smith observing.
*48 fps

Push into john.
*48 fps

Profile angle. Angela backs *48 fps ... as robot in attack form *48 fps Over robot ready to kill.*48 fps

Coming to door, where Angela is visible 
firing gun.
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Suddenly john steps in between them.

..and lands!
*48 fps.

Tilt 180 degrees as john flies overhead.

Rotate 180 degrees and push in See that he has a head injury.

Push into will.
"NO!!!"
*30 FPS.

Low angle robot knocks john
*96 fps
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Black

Slide off door as Maureen steps up with 
penny. See that we are in med lab.
"...is one of your father's finest 
qualities."

Rack focus to john in fg
"A very hard head..."

Over john to family, smith and robot.
"Judy will check on him once she get's 
back tomorrow..."

Over will to robot.
"...but he'll be okay."

Will pov of john

"Okay, let's all let him rest."

Will turns to robot. Push in. Cu robot understanding will's 
intention.

Boom up to reveal will



Will and robot head out. Push in to doorway as smith leans out 
to watch them go.
"I don't know who she is but she's not 
dr. Smith."



Drone shot: moving through 
trees

Boom up past cairn in fg. Will 
and robot (out of focus in bg)
*30 fps

Close focus robot following 
will.
*30 fps

Wide drone angle: will and 
robot reach top of cliff.
*30 fps

"You're the best friend I've 
ever had, you know that?"

Reverse High angle: Will looks 
up to Robot.

Low angle: Robot looks to 
will.

Wide: will hugs robot.

Track figures of will and robot 
(out of focus) through trees.
*30 fps



Close: will hugging robot

Will steps aside.
"Step forward."

Over will: robot impassive

Wide profile: Robot steps to 
the edge.

Low angle: robot looks into 
the chasm.

Robot pov: debris falls away. 
The

CU robot staring into the 
chasm.

It turns to will.

Will steps back.
"I have to be responsible for 
you."



Robot's POV of will.

Push into ECU will.

PUsh in as will's face forms in 
the robot's display.

Robot suddenly steps forward ...and off the cliff.
*Drone shot.

Will steps forward . Robot plummets into the abyss

Will's Pov of robot.



Extreme wide shot: Robot 
plummets against massive cliff 
face.

...Smashes to pieces.

It hits an outcropping of rockCloser: Track wit the robot 
falling.



Angle behind will. Push in 
slowly.

Will's hands enter, pick it up.

Close on rock on the ground.

Angle on cairn Will places a rock 
(representing the robot) on 
top.

Slide right to reveal tearful 
will.

Wide  on will stepping away 
from the cairn.

Dissolve to out of focus shot
Boom down.

He exits shot



Land on robot's hand in focus. 
Continue booming down and 
then slide right

...as we get closer...

... the robot's display slowly 
runs down...

... in a visual bookend to the 
opening...

...we see the display wink out...

...leaving us in darkness.

...to reveal robot's head. Push 
in.




